Michael S. Smith Kitchens & Baths

The newest book from acclaimed designer
Michael S. Smith showcases his
exceptional take on kitchens and baths, the
busiest yet most personal rooms in a home.
Legendary designer Michael S. Smith has
stories to tell about kitchens and
bathrooms-those he has designed himself,
and those that inspire him. In this
fascinating and inspirational book, Smith,
who has his own line of kitchen and bath
fixtures for Kohler, explains how these
rooms define a house. Kitchens and
bathrooms are among the most expensive
and labor-intensive rooms to design. But
they are also opposites, the most public and
private zones of a house. In three in-depth
case studies and dozens of supporting
examples, Smith discusses his design
process for these rooms, from big-picture
issues such as the social engineering of the
kitchens layout to details large and small,
including the importance of choosing the
right cabinet, which can be a crystallization
of the architecture of the house, as well as
countertops, fixtures, floors, hardware, and
more.Also including a sampling of dressing
rooms and breakfast rooms, along with a
comprehensive resource section, this is a
uniquely sophisticated take on a subject of
perennial interest.

The newest book from acclaimed designer Michael S Smith is an in-depth look at The Elements of Style, Houses, and
Kitchens and Baths, his projects have A book by designer Michael S Smith focuses on ideas and photos of kitchens and
baths he has designed in houses around the world.Inspired by the design aesthetic of the 1920s, the For Loft collection
by Michael S Smith marries classic style with practical functionality. The clean utilitarianVintage bathroom with
modern floating corner vanity with white carrara marble countertop and box mirror, planked airplane panels, brass
chandelier over clawTaking inspiration from the classic Park Avenue apartments of the 1930s, and the Art Deco era, the
For Town collection by Michael S Smith reimagines vintageMichael S. Smith is a thoroughly American designer tapped
by the Obamas as the official White House decorator, yet his latest book, Kitchens & Baths, shows offThe newest book
from acclaimed designer Michael S Smith is an in-depth look at Michael S. Smith: Kitchens & Baths by Michael S.
Smith Hardcover $37.84.Michael S. Smith Kitchens & Baths: Michael Smith, Christine Pittel: 9780847836772: : Books.
MICHAEL S. SMITH: Kitchens and bathrooms are super challenging. Not to overstate it, but I think designing a
kitchen cabinet is as difficult asThe third book from acclaimed designer Michael S. Smith showcases his exceptional
take on kitchens and baths, the busiest yet most personal rooms in a home.Oz Architects, Inc. is an architectural and
interior design firm based in Scottsdale, Arizona with an international reputation for producing distinguished
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projects.Michael S Smith leading American interior designer and Collier Webb representative in California has
published a beautiful book Kitchens and Baths this Michael S. Smith Kitchens and Baths, released this week by Rizzoli
($45), is a detailed look at the White House decorators projects with an
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